Models of PTSD and traumatic stress: the importance of research "from bedside to bench to bedside".
The epidemiology and psychology of PTSD noted above is not often considered in neurobiological models of PTSD. Neurobiological models tend to focus on symptoms. This is an important perspective but it does not capture the brains total response to traumatic events. Similarly, neurobiologists have rarely used the extensive knowledge of animal behavioral responses to stress as a means to define the human stress phenomenology, looking for the human equivalent (rather than the other way around). The development of animal models for PTSD and other traumatic stress-related brain changes is an important part of advancing our neurobiological understanding of the disease process as well as recovery, resilience, and possible therapeutic targets. Animal models should address symptoms but also other aspects of PTSD that are seen in clinical care including the waxing and waning of symptoms, Understanding "forgetting", toxic exposure, failure to recover and how the neural systems fail rather than function are important perspectives on developing animal models. The cognitive process of identification is another important animal model to develop. Using these perspectives recent work has shown new avenues for understanding the trauma response in animal models and human brain tissue of individuals with PTSD. The 5-HT2A receptor and p11 protein and associated regulators are avenues of new investigation that warrant study and consideration in models of PTSD.